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Abstract: Software is not only difficult to create, but it is also difficult to understand. Even
the authors themselves in a relatively short time become unable to readily interpret their
own code and to explain what intent they have followed by it. Software is being created
with the goal to satisfy the needs of a customer or directly of the end users. Out of these
needs comes the intent, which is relatively well understandable to all stakeholders. By
using other specialized modeling techniques (typically the UML language) or in the code
itself, use cases and other high-level specification and analytical artifacts in common
software development almost completely dissolve. Along with dedicated initiatives to
improve preserving intent comprehensibility in software, such as literate programming,
intentional programming, aspect-oriented programming, or the DCI (Data, Context and
Interaction) approach, this issue is a subject of contemporary research in the re-revealed
area of engaging end users in software development, which has its roots in Alan Kay's
vision of a personal computer programmable by end users. From the perspective of the
reality of complex software system development, the existing approaches are solving the
problem of losing intent comprehensibility only partially by a simplified and limited
perception of the intent and do this only at the code level. This paper explores the
challenges in preserving the intent comprehensibility in software. The thorough treatment
of this problem requires a number of techniques and approaches to be engaged, including
preserving use cases in the code, dynamic code structuring, executable intent
representation using domain specific languages, advanced UML modularization, 3D
rendering of UML, and representation and animation of organizational patterns.
Keywords: intent; use cases; domain specific languages; 3D rendering of UML;
organizational patterns
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Introduction

Software is not only difficult to create, but it is also difficult to understand. Even
the authors themselves in a relatively short time become unable to readily interpret
their own code and to explain what intent they have followed by it, i.e., what they
wanted to achieve. Similar situations arise with models and in particular with
more detailed, design models. This problem is being solved by introducing another artifact into software development: documentation. This brings in a further
complex problem: the need to keep documentation up to date. In the case of internal documentation (comments), the traceability of the artifacts the documentation
is related to has to be ensured, too. Furthermore, a considerable effort is needed to
initially create the documentation, inevitably with a disputable and difficult to
control quality because its consistency, as opposed to that of a program, cannot be
tested by actual execution.
This problem can also be perceived in a more global manner. Software is being
created with the goal to satisfy the needs of a customer or directly the needs of the
end users. Out of these needs comes the intent, which is relatively well understandable to all the stakeholders. By using other specialized modeling techniques
(typically the UML language) or in the code itself, use cases and other high-level
specification and analytical artifacts in common software development almost
completely dissolve.
Understanding the intent expressed in code has been identified as one of the key
problems in software development that has a direct impact on creating programming languages and related tools [36]. This is important not only in software
maintenance, but it is also related to the question of reuse: the comprehension of
the intent as realized by a given component is necessary for its reuse.
Along with dedicated initiatives to improve preserving intent comprehensibility in
software, such as literate programming, which subordinates code to documentation [34], intentional programming, which aimed at enabling direct creation of
appropriate abstractions by the programmer [57], aspect-oriented programming,
which makes possible to gather parts of the code into modules by use cases [25,
26], or the DCI (Data, Context and Interaction) approach, which enables to partially preserve use cases [14], this issue is a subject of the contemporary research in
the re-revealed area of engaging end users in software development [6] that has its
roots in Alan Kay's vision of a personal computer programmable by end users.
From the perspective of the reality of complex software system development, the
existing approaches solve the problem of losing intent comprehensibility only
partially, by a simplified and limited perception of the intent and do so only at the
code level.
This paper explores the challenges in preserving intent comprehensibility in software. The thorough treatment of this problem requires a number of techniques and
approaches to be engaged. Section 2 explains the dimensions of the intent in soft-
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ware. Sections 3-5 explore the possibilities of preserving intent comprehensibility
from the perspective of each of the basic software constituents. Section 6 discusses the related work. The paper is closed by conclusions and indication of further
work directions.

2

Dimensions of Intent

The ultimate form of the software is the executable code, which is mostly text
based. The level of the comprehensibility of the intent expressed by the code determines the quality of the resulting software system: better intent comprehensibility simplifies error discovery and lessens the divergence from the functionality
that the software system should have provided.
Software development is accompanied by the creation of many artifacts that as
such do not contribute to its functionality and thus fairly quickly become outdated.
These additional artifacts are usually conjointly referred to as documentation. A
special position among these is held by models as non-code artifacts predominately expressed in a graphical form and used to reason about the software system
being developed. As such, they can be perceived as a transient form towards the
code, which is, after the code has been created, condemned to outdating. Models
can also be used to generate code or other models, or they can even be executable.
In any case, it is important for the intent in models to be comprehensible, too.
The originators of the intent are people and losing the intent in organizing people
is transferred to the software being developed by these people. This is a direct
consequence of Conway’s law [11]:
Organizations which design systems are constrained to produce designs
which are copies of the communication structures of these organizations.
This is not only the problem of the initial organization of the people. The people
remain the key factor throughout software development including the maintenance
phase, too. They tend to literally impersonate the software system parts they develop and the effectiveness of resolving development problems depends directly
on the effectiveness of the communication among the developers. This is where
agile and lean approaches, which favor face-to-face contact among people over
any kind of formal communication, save significant time and resources [14].
Furthermore, the notion of intent in software is relative and it can be observed in
the following dimensions:


Stakeholders (intent originators): from whose perspective the intent is observed, starting with the end user and moving towards the programmer
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Level: at what level of construct granularity is the intent expressed, starting with the lower level constructs (e.g., conditional statements or loops),
via covering constructs (e.g., methods, classes, etc.), conceptual constructs and software system parts (different levels of subsystems), up to
the overall software system, including people organization



Expression: how is the intent expressed, starting with an idea or mental
model, via informal notes and further forms of textual description, including requirements lists and use cases, up to graphical model representations, formal specification, and, finally, the executable form itself

The entire intent space as determined by these dimensions, i.e., stakeholders–
level–expression, is huge. With respect to the basic software constituents, three
particular areas of interest can be identified therein (see Figure 1):


With respect to code, it is reasonable to observe the intent by its representation in an executable form at the code level up to the covering constructs level



With respect to models, the focus should be on expressing the intent by
graphical models spanning from the conceptual construct level up to the
software system level



With respect to people, the most interesting is the people organization as
such and people organization in projects, at which the employment of
textual description and graphical models to express the intent appropriately should be explored

All three areas span throughout the whole stakeholder dimension since, in general,
any stakeholder can be involved in any software artifact. This is at heart of the
agile and lean approaches to software development with their concept of crossfunctional roles. It may seem strange for end users to be connected with code, but
it a huge number of people in the USA (four times the number of professional
programmers there) reported they do programming at work [6]. With techniques
that shape code according to use cases and domain specific languages, addressed
in the next section, end user programming becomes even more relevant. Sections
4 and 5 address the remaining two areas of interest in exploring the intent in software.

3

Code Perspective

As we will see in this section, the intent expressed in use cases can actually survive in code (Section 3.1) with application domain abstractions supported by domain specific languages (Section 3.2), while the differences in the mental models
of individual stakeholders require abandoning the fixed code structure (Section
3.3).
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Figure 1
Areas of interest in exploring the intent in software

3.1

Preserving Use Cases

From the perspective of preserving use cases in code, there are two approaches of
particular interest: aspect-oriented programming, which enables to collect the code
parts into modules corresponding to use cases [25, 26], and the DCI approach
[14], which enables to partially preserve use case flows, i.e., sequences of steps in
use cases—known also as flows of events or simply flows1—albeit they remain
fragmented by roles.
In common object-oriented programming, the client or end user intent diminishes
from code. The parts of use cases end up in different classes by which they are
realized. The ability to affect one use case by another one without having any
reference to the affecting use case in the affected one, known as the extend relationship, also lacks in common object-oriented programming.
What should be explored is how appropriate design patterns, the frameworks
based on these design patterns, and preprocessing techniques can ensure not only
1

Sometimes scenario is used to denote a use case flow. This may be confusing since a
scenario can stand for a particular path through a use case, which involves some or all
steps of one or several use case flows.
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the code to be modularized according to use cases, but also how use case flows
(the actual steps) can be preserved in the code and how to achieve this in a form
close to the natural language. The modification of use cases, which usually happens only in code without reflecting the changes in the use case model, would
consequently be readable to stakeholders that have no programming knowledge.
This would even open a possibility for these stakeholders to directly modify the
program, at least at the highest level.
It is necessary to investigate the possibilities of expressing individual steps in use
case flows and the possibility of their formal interpretation without fully formalizing how they are expressed. For this, formal processing of informal meaning by
abstract interpretation could be considered [35]. By now, it has been demonstrated, though only in the Python programming language, how use case flows can be
preserved in code [7]. The modularization of use cases using design patterns in the
PHP programming language has been addressed, too [23], but this approach does
not preserve use case flows.

3.2

Domain Specific Languages

Domain specific languages are being created with the goal of bringing closer the
way the code is expressed to the problem domain. Programmers use problem
domain notions directly in the solution, while tools communicate with them in this
notional apparatus, too [42]. Domain specific languages play a key role in model
driven software development. Because of this, the orientation on domain specific
languages in searching for the ways to express the intent in software comes as a
natural choice. Despite a growing popularity of domain specific languages, a
number of questions remain unanswered in this area. These include language
composition [18], effective sentence creation using projectional and hybrid editors
[62], and assessment of the usability of domain specific languages [4].
Domain specific languages can be used to achieve a readable and executable intent representation that enables to propagate the notions from use cases, i.e., application domain, to code, i.e., solution domain. In other words, domain specific
languages raise the level of abstraction of the solution domain closer to the application domain abstractions making it possible for programmers to express the
solution using in the application domain fashion.
There are three promising directions in the research of preserving intent comprehensibility with domain specific languages. The first one is to come closer to the
ideal case in which a domain specific language will be both the application domain language and solution domain language. A domain specific language can
have textual, but also graphical (visual) concrete representations, which constitutes the grounds for the second direction of research in preserving the intent with
domain specific languages: overcoming the gap between the model and the code,
while retaining executability. The third direction aims at simplifying the creation
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of domain specific languages and their evolution, which takes place along with the
evolution of the program itself (constituting a program–language coevolution).

3.3

Dynamic Code Structure

A huge impediment to observing the intent is the fixed code structure. Different
stakeholders need to see code in different ways in which—from their perspective—the intent is readable. However, these cannot be based on a static code representation, but have to be modifiable as though they are the actual code representation. The challenge here is not only to design the necessary views, but also to
enable creating further views directly by stakeholders.
The fixed code structure is a consequence of the economic aspects of software
development. Developers are bound to choose exactly one code structure. This
code structure corresponds to the mental model they have built upon their experience and knowledge, but also to the nature of the intent they have to realize. An
alternative implementation that would employ some other code structure is in this
case redundant and thereof economically inconvenient. Thus, the final code structure usually favors one intent that the authors considered to be the most important.
That intent can be anything, including technical intents such as software efficiency, software extensibility, etc.
The programmers that join a project during the course of its realization, have to
understand the existing code before they can manage to progress. In such a situation, the new programmers, as new stakeholders, have to adopt the mental model
of the original programmers. This is difficult, since their own experience,
knowledge, and preferences in general are only rarely close to those of the original
programmers and thus constitute a mental barrier to the code comprehension. If,
for example, the original programmers focused on the system efficiency, while the
new programmers prefer extensibility, they might not understand many of the
decisions made by the original programmers making it difficult for them to comply with these decisions.
The problem of the limitations of static structure is in practice partially being
attacked by the built-in projections in integrated development environments
(IDE). Finding variable uses, which enables to follow scattering of the variable
use and thus to follow the intent implemented by it, is one of these. Similarly,
environments enable to follow selected intents that are not directly part of the
executable code. One example is comments with the TODO prefix, which can be
found and provided to stakeholders by the IDE in a navigable list with all the
instances of a given comment.
Approaches are known that improve certain aspects in the context of the problem
area of dynamic code structuring. A prominent example is a method for a faster
orientation in code supported by a tool that enables to display the body of the
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method being called directly at the place of the call without the need of explicit
navigation [16].
Intentional code views from the perspective of the architectural intents based on
logical metaprogramming have been reported [41]. However, these views are not
editable. Intents have been represented in a form of a graph abstraction, too [55].
Programming with so-called ghosts [8] is based on automatic creation of undefined yet entities used in the program, which are displayed in a separate, editable
view. The approach has been implemented as a prototype in the form of an Eclipse
plugin and as an extension to Smalltalk Pharo. Recording and automating design
pattern application treated, for example, by Kajsa [27], can also be perceived as a
way of expressing the intent using metadata.

4

Model Perspective

Dynamic code structuring as addressed in Section 3.2 is conceptually applicable to
graphical models, too. Providing different, modifiable views instead of only one,
static view is highly related to aspect-oriented modularization or to what is known
as advanced modularization in general. There are some opportunities to achieve
this in UML as a de facto standard in software modeling (Section 4.1). Employing
the third dimension in representing software models can further improve intent
comprehensibility (Section 4.2).

4.1

Advanced Modularization in UML

Despite extensive research in the area of aspect-oriented software development,
expressing advanced modularization at the model level did not end up with a generally accepted approach. A very important approach in this direction is Theme
[10], which is, similarly as newer approaches such as RAM [33], based on nonUML elements.
Separation of concerns with clearly expressing their interrelation naturally contributes to intent comprehensibility. The UML diagrams typically used in practice
make this possible only to a limited extent. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate
how advanced elements of UML, which usually have no straightforward counterparts in code, can help in expressing intent. In this sense, composite structure
models, whose important elements are roles and their collaborations, are particularly interesting. Here, it is necessary to search for the ways of expressing roles
and their composition. Another UML concept that is directly interconnected with
composite structure models are parameterized types.
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3D Rendering of UML

Model rendering itself and creation of alternative views can also enhance intent
comprehensibility by reducing its fragmentedness. The third dimension can be
employed here to simultaneously display and interconnect related parts of the
model. For this, a complex 3D UML rendering support for the layout of class or
module layers and their relationships has to be provided. This is different than the
standard package modularization, in which the relationships between package
elements are not easily observed. The point is in maintaining the layers in a simulated 3D space in which it will be possible to create and observe elements and
their relationships along with the relationships between the layers as such.
In this sense, the model could be structured according to use cases as intent bearers. Use cases define interaction and therefore are commonly modeled by sequence diagrams, which implicitly uncover the underlying structure necessary for
the realization of use cases [26, 1]. To expose the structure directly, sequence
diagrams can be easily converted into communication or object diagrams and
displayed in their own layers. The class diagram automatically created out of the
communication or object diagrams could be displayed in another layer making the
correspondence—and their intent—of the elements of these different diagrams
obvious provided their planar coordinates are preserved. The idea itself has been
indicated earlier [47]. Current research efforts aim at realizing it [22]. This approach is applicable also to decoupling patterns and antipatterns in class diagrams
depicted schematically in Figure 2.
Several approaches to the 3D rendering of UML diagrams have been reported.
However, each of these approaches is targeting only one type of UML diagrams
and none of them supports editable 3D views. X3D-UML [39] is an approach to
the 3D rendering of UML state machine diagrams in movable hierarchical layers
with the possibility of applying filtering. No appropriate tool for editing this view
is available.
GEF3D [17, 45] is a 3D framework based on Eclipse GEF (Graphical Editing
Framework) developed as an Eclipse plugin. By using this framework, existing
GEF-based 2D editors can easily be embedded into 3D editors. The main idea of
this framework is to use the third dimension to visualize connections among several common (2D) UML diagrams each of which is displayed in a separate layer
parallel to other layers. GEF3D supports also orthogonal positioning of layers into
virtual boxes [17] that makes inter-model connections clearly visible, but limits
the number of layers. GEF3D views are non-editable. Moreover, the project has
not been maintained since 2011.
A different way of 3D rendering of UML diagrams is based on so-called geons
[9], simple geometrical forms by which humans recognize more complex objects
according to Biederman's recognition-by-components theory. In UML diagrams, a
different geon is assigned to each kind of model element. According to this ap-
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proach, by getting used to this mapping, even complex diagram structures become
readily comprehensible.

Figure 2
Decoupling patterns and ant-patterns with a layered 3D rendering of a class diagram

5

People Perspective

Appropriate ways of organizing people have been discovered in successful projects of software development and captured as organizational patterns [15]. Approaches that will enable to better understand the intent of organizational patterns
individually and in combination have to be explored. One possibility is their clarification using software modeling and UML in particular, including the 3D rendering of UML discussed in Section 3.3. This approach is applicable to expressing
the organization of people in areas other than software development, too.
Alternatively, organizational patterns could be modeled in a virtual world in
which it would be possible for people to try the roles featured in these patterns and
experience the characteristic problem situations in a simulated environment.
For example, in the Architect also Implements pattern [15], a stakeholder could
play the role of a programmer who has to understand the design of a software
system in order to be able to implement it. The stakeholder could also play the
role of a software architect who prepares the design without a clear idea of its
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implementation. The stakeholder could also experience each of these roles in a
positive arrangement in which the architect cooperates with programmers and
contributes to the implementation.
A virtual world does not necessarily mean virtual reality. That would surely be a
benefit, but the human imagination is capable of substituting this dimension when
important features of the content are captured. This phenomenon is known in
videogames, among which those with an interesting story tend to endure despite a
simpler graphical workout. Thus, the essence is in creating the corresponding
model of a typical situation solved by a given organizational pattern. In general, it
is necessary to find an approach of transforming organizational patterns into such
typical situations and to create a framework in which they could be readily expressed.
Agile games [37, 20] provide a possibility to experience situations in which it is
possible to better understand principles, relationships, and forces acting in agile
and lean approach to software development. The same approach could be applied
with organizational patterns.
Differently than agile games, the envisaged representation and animation of organizational patterns in a virtual world would provide a more realistic picture of
the situation. It would also take less time and would be applicable in an individual
setting with no need to engage other people, nor depend on their time. A simplified representation of this idea is offered by the SimSYS environment [12]. Animating organizational patterns as text adventure games [21] promises to improve
the comprehensibility of original descriptions of organizational patterns [15].

6

Related Work

The problem of preserving intent comprehensibility accompanies software development from its beginnings. In the introduction, we indicated some important
historical points starting from Alan Kay’s vision of personal computer programmable by end users [32] through several approaches to preserving intent in programming, namely literate programming [34], intentional programming [56],
aspect-oriented programming [25, 26], and the DCI approach [14]. Preserving
intent comprehensibility is a subject of research in contemporary area of engaging
end users in software development [6]. Even though involving the client or end
users in software development is important, too, we claim that the successful
treatment of the problem of preserving intent comprehensibility has to comprise
all three basic software constituents: code, models, and people.
Aspect-oriented change realization [5, 40, 64, 65] enables modular expression of a
change, by which it actually contributes to a more comprehensible representation
of the intent. Determining the realization type of a change that has to be applied is
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possible also by the multi-paradigm design with feature modeling [40], which is in
its own right interesting from the perspective of preserving intent comprehensibility because it represents an effort to bridge the gap between the solution and application domain by a transformation [63].
The intent in code can be exposed by encouraging programmers to record their
intent in the form of intentional comments prior to writing any code as in the design intention driven programming [38]. Such enforcement of documentation
directly in the code addresses some of problems and limitations of literate programming [58].
Approaches strongly bound to a model, e.g., domain driven design [19], do not
consider exposing behavior at a higher, use case level, but rather they encourage
programmers to create knowledge-rich models—also called smart models—which
do not evolve well [13]. As a result, the higher-level use cases become fragmented
in models and they are not visible in the code. This is addressed by several approaches that preserve the intent in code at a higher level by the modularization of
the code into use cases [7, 14, 25, 26].
A use case modeling metamodel can serve as a basis for reasoning about preserving use cases in the code and models [66, 67].
In applying advanced modularization for the purpose of a clearer separation of the
intent in code, techniques of applying advanced modularization in established
programming languages that are not being denoted as aspect-oriented [3] are of
particular interest.
The problem of effective design of domain specific languages from the perspective of tool support [52] is the key to a successful adoption of domain specific
languages in software development. A domain specific language is a dynamic
element in software development undergoing constant changes. This evolution of
domain specific languages may involve their composition. In building domain
specific languages, creating their concrete syntax out of the samples of sentences
of abstract conception [53], as well as inferring domain specific languages out of
user interfaces of existing software systems [1], can help significantly.
Recording the applied design patterns using annotations [56] can help in preserving intent comprehensibility in code. The method of abstracting information from
the details of the format being used, targeting XML formats and annotations [43],
can be applied here. Furthermore, an analysis of the need for dynamic code structure and its conceptual design has been reported [44], supported by a NetBeans
module prototype that enables simple intent based code projections expressed by
structured comments [54].
Using 3D space for software modeling in UML has been reported to support code
refactoring and optimization by displaying patterns in a separate layer, as well as
antipatterns for refactoring in another layer [46, 48, 50, 60]. Code visualization
upon AST project graphs [49, 51, 61] can be used to present models. This is relat-
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ed not only to algorithms of positioning elements and their relationships, such as
FM3 or Fruchterman-Reingold, but also to the internal conception of presenting
information in code, such as authors, anitpatterns, types of classes, and similar
[22].
To successfully master the graphical demands while working with UML models in
a 3D space, advanced software visualization [24, 28, 30, 59] and graph visualization in general [31], as well as design of environments for visual programming
[29], are necessary.
Conclusions
Up to now, preserving intent comprehensibility has been approached to in a fragmented manner without clearly understanding its relativity. We envisage an integral perception of the intent in software and in support to its comprehensibility in
the whole space formed by the identified dimensions of the intent, i.e., stakeholders–level–expression, and in all three basic software constituents, i.e., code, models, and people. Our hypothesis is that it is possible to increase the comprehensibility of the intent by applying the corresponding methods conceived with respect
to the dimensions in which the intent is observed:


Having use cases as part of the code can overcome current fragmentedness of the representation of use case flows, as well as readability of their
steps as such



Domain specific languages can provide a readable and executable intent
representation



Dynamic code structuring brings in editable adaptable code views



Advanced modularization in UML strives at employing standard yet underutilized UML elements to express the intent



3D rendering of UML has the potential of providing a fully editable model capable of displaying the relationship of use cases to the corresponding
detailed UML model (applicable to the DCI approach, too), but also patterns and antipatterns in optimization and refactoring, aspects in aspectoriented modeling, and alternative and parallel scenarios



Representation and animation of organizational patterns of software development will make possible to transfer the experience of proven ways
of organizing people in software development in a new form available to
all stakeholders on an individual basis and at a convenient time
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